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DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION CLUBS OF AMERICA (DECA)
STUDENTS RECEIVE AWARDS AT STATE COMPETITION

Clovis High School (CHS) DECA students recently competed at the DECA State Career Conference in Albuquerque on February 15 - 17 where they received awards in several categories. In order to compete at the state level, students must first qualify at the district level.

STATE COMPETITION RESULTS
Montez Wright & Amber Sandoval ~ Banner Contest ~ 1st Place
Alicia Parks, Antonia Baker, & Carlos Munoz-Hernandez ~
Fashion Merchandise Promotional Plan ~ 3rd Place
Sol Carver & Caden Zarikta ~ Start Up Business Plan ~ 3rd Place
Victor Maia ~ Public Speaking ~ 7th Place

CHS DECA CHAPTER ~ CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
Art Institute Scholarship ($1,500) ~ Available to a CHS DECA student
Fashion Merchandise Promotional Team ~ Score of 99 out of 100
Gabriel Romero - Principles of Finance ~ Top Ten out of 200 students
Tracy Henderson (Advisor) ~ Elected to DECA State Board of Executives

DECA prepares emerging leaders and entrepreneurs in Marketing, Management, Hospitality, and Finance. DECA is a co-curricular club comprised of marketing students across the world.

Congratulations to all students who competed at state!

For more information, contact Tracy Henderson at tracy.henderson@clovis-schools.org.